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Housekeeping

• Use the Questions/Chat box to 
send a question. 

• Q & A session @ the end of the 
webinar. 

• Video & slides will be made 
available on our website.

• Tweet with us! 
#WEBINARHASHTAG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change to correct webinar hashtag on slide and on corner of slide.



National Initiatives on Poverty & Economic 
Opportunity 

We are dedicated to 
ending chronic 
unemployment and 
poverty. 

Our National Center on Employment & Homelessness
works to ensure that employment in quality jobs is a key 
element in preventing and ending homelessness.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through our field building, we provide support and guidance that fosters more effective and sustainable employment efforts. Our policy and advocacy work advances solutions to the systemic issues that drive chronic unemployment. � Who We Are Heartland Alliance’s National Initiatives on Poverty & Economic Opportunity is dedicated to ending chronic unemployment and poverty. We believe that every person deserves the opportunity to succeed in work and support themselves and their families. Working at the intersection of practice, policy, and research, we catalyze change that is practical, informed by evidence, and grounded in experience. OUR INITIATIVES:�The National Transitional Jobs Network (NTJN)�The National Center on Employment & Homelessness (NCEH)�Black Men Overcoming Barriers & Realizing Employment (B.MORE) InitiativeWHAT DRIVES USMost people experiencing homelessness want to work OR are working  but not earning enough to make ends meet. They consistently rank paid employment alongside healthcare and housing as primary needs. Hearth Act and HUD include WORK / EMOLOYMENT as a performance measure.Plans to End Homelessness historically tend to play lip service employment efforts. But systems aren’t set up to serve them well – and to be honest the workforce system typically doesn’t handle people they perceive to have multiple employment barriers well. We’ve learned some important things about models that work and cross systems ideas that are promising – but this isn’t enough to move the ball in a large scale or sustainable way. So we took all this – with the support of the Melville Charitable Trust and the Oak Foundation – to call for something new and to provide the support needed to make it successful.  



National Center on Employment and 
Homelessness

Identify & 
advance 

evidence-based 
employment 
interventions

Promote employment 
as an element of 
preventing and 

ending homelessness

Advance 
systems 
change

The National Center 
on Employment & 
Homelessness (NCEH) 
is dedicated to 
ensuring that 
employment is a key 
element in the fight to 
prevent and end 
homelessness. 
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 The National Center on Employment and Homelessness (NCEH)The National Center on Employment and Homelessness (NCEH) seeks to ensure that everyone who wants to work, regardless of the barriers they face, has the support and opportunities needed to reach that goal. Systematic barriers have impacted our work long before we realized they were there – we’ve felt the effects of system issues – Our work leading up to this project shows us that – we need to have systems solutions – it can’t all be program based. We focus on three main pillars to drive our work:1) advancing systems change work – again, moving beyond program level responses to missed connections between larger federal and social systems.2) Identify & advance evidence-based employment interventions – making sure we have an ear to the ground and are lifting up the best and most promising practices – and recently directing funds to source new solutions3) Promote employment as an element of preventing and ending homelessness – making sure that as we create plans to reduce homelessness we’re considering quality employment as one part of that plan



Evidence and Value of Earned Income
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Presentation Notes
Image Source - http://www.mndaily.com/sites/default/files/images/photos/2015/04/27/042815BUTTER-P1.jpg



Most people experiencing homelessness 
want to work. 

People experiencing homelessness consistently rank paid employment alongside 
healthcare and housing as a primary need.* 

People experiencing homelessness often attribute their homelessness to 
unemployment and insufficient income.**

*Burt, M.R., Aron, L.Y., & Lee, E. (1999). Homelessness: Programs and the people they serve. Washington, DC: The Urban Institute.

**Mojtabai, R. (2005). Perceived reasons for loss of housing and continued homelessness among homeless persons with mental illness. Psychiatric Services, 56:172-178 
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Image Source - http://www.postandcourier.com/storyimage/CP/20140705/PC16/140709698/EP/1/4/EP-140709698.jpg&MaxW=520&q=85QUESTION – how many people have worked on employment goals with participants before? WHAT WAS THAT LIKE?Most people experiencing homelessness want to workPeople experiencing homelessness consistently rank paid employment alongside healthcare and housing as a primary need.* In a 2005 report – half of people exp. Homelessness surveyd reported employment as their primary goal for services.HOUSING is usually reported as a secondary ( yet still extremely important ) goal.Typically third is rental assistance or healthcareI can remember asking – what is a main goal we should work on – over and over – “ I want to get a job and get back on my feet”- that phrase back on my feet was often associated with stabling with incomePeople experiencing homelessness often attribute their homelessness to unemployment and insufficient income.**Loss of income is often a significant precursor for entering housing instability and homelessness- based on your sessions – have you heard this from your participants? – losing income or losing a job as the start of their housing issues?



Employment is an important factor in 
preventing and ending homelessness.

Numerous studies find that increased income is a strong 
predictor of a person exiting homelessness.*

Earned income and current or recent employment are 
associated with shorter duration of homelessness.**

*Zlotnick, C., Robertson, M.J., & Lahiff, M. (1999). Getting off the streets: Economic resources and residential exits from homelessness. Journal of 
Community Psychology, 27(2), 209-224.

**Caton, C.L., et. al. (2005). Risk factors for long-term homelessness: findings from a longitudinal study of first-time homeless single adults. American 
Journal of Public Health, 95(10), 1753-9.  
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Numerous studies find that increased income is a strong predictor of a person exiting homelessness.*By the sheer nature of being part of a money driven system – the more you have the more likely you are stably housed The more you can increase income the more stable that becomesEarned income and current or recent employment are associated with shorter duration of homelessness.**- There are a host of organizational skills needed to perform basic employment tasks – these tasks might have a secondary stabalizing effects ( We’ll touch on later )



Employment is a Social Determinant of 
Health (SDOH).

*SOURCE: Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP)

Economic Stability
Poverty
Employment
Food Security
Housing Stability
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Social determinants of health are conditions in the environments in which people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age that affect a wide range of health, functioning, and quality-of-life outcomes and risksEducationHigh School Graduation, Enrollment in Higher Education, Language and Literacy, Early Childhood Education and DevelopmentSocial and Community ContextSocial Cohesion, Civic Participation, Discrimination, IncarcerationHealth and Health CareAccess to Health Care, Access to Primary Care, Health LiteracyNeighborhood and Built EnvironmentAccess to Healthy Foods, Quality of Housing, Crime and Violence, Environmental ConditionsEconomic Stability�Poverty, Employment, Food Security, Housing StabilityParticularly precarious employment – Can directly impact the family and cause stressPerpetual stress in regards to employmemt can seed fatague and hopelessness



Employment impacts wellbeing, health
and quality of life.

Employment and income are associated with improved quality of 
life among people experiencing homelessness.*

Income from work improves access to food, clothing, housing, and 
healthcare-increasing personal, family, and community wellbeing.* 

Employment shows promise in supporting recovery from mental 
illness and addiction†, reducing recidivism, and reducing reliance 
on public benefits.††

*Lam, J.A. & Rosenheck, R.A. (2000). Correlates of improvement in quality of life among homeless persons with serious mental illness. Psychiatric Services, 51:116-118.
†Schumacher, J.E. et. al. (2002). Costs and effectiveness of substance abuse treatments for homeless persons. Journal of Mental Health Policy Economics, 5, 33-42.

††Redcross, C., Bloom, D., Azurdia, G., Zweig, J., & Pindus, N. (2009). Transitional Jobs for ex-prisoners: Implementation, two-year impacts, and costs of the Center for Employment 
Opportunities (CEO) Prisoner Reentry Program. New York, NY: MDRC.   
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Employment and income are associated with improved quality of life among people experiencing homelessness.*Income from work improves access to food, clothing, housing, and healthcare-increasing personal, family, and community wellbeing.* Employment shows promise in supporting recovery from mental illness and addiction†, reducing recidivism, and reducing reliance on public benefits.††



Employment can support recovery and 
mental health.

Employment shows promise in supporting recovery from mental 
illness and addiction.†

Unemployment is worse for mental health than stress caused by 
employment.*

.
†Schumacher, J.E. et. al. (2002). Costs and effectiveness of substance abuse treatments for homeless persons. Journal of Mental Health Policy Economics, 5, 33-42

*Marrone, J. & Golowka, E. (2000). If work makes people sick, what do unemployment, poverty, and isolation cause? . Speaking Out (Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal) 23, 187-193.
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Employment and income are associated with improved quality of life among people experiencing homelessness.*Income from work improves access to food, clothing, housing, and healthcare-increasing personal, family, and community wellbeing.* Employment shows promise in supporting recovery from mental illness and addiction†, reducing recidivism, and reducing reliance on public benefits.††



• Employment services offered within supportive housing are cost-
effective and benefit tenants, funders, and society* through 
increased employment, earned income, and lower dependence on 
benefits.**

*Long, D.A. & Amendolia, J.M. (2003). Next step: jobs. Promoting employment for homeless people. Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates. 
**Long, D.A., Doyle, H. & Amendolia, J.M. (2003). The next step: jobs initiative cost-effectiveness analysis. New York: Corporation for 
Supportive Housing. 

Employment services for people experiencing 
homelessness are cost-effective. 

#IncomeNow @cwarland @CarlNCEH
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Employment services offered within supportive housing are cost-effective and benefit tenants, funders, and society* through increased employment, earned income, and lower dependence on benefits.**Communities also feel the impact of homelessness. Studies nationwide have found that the fiscal cost of homelessness for communities is significant.Higher utilization of emergency services such as emergency rooms, police and ambulance response,  jail stays are more common among homeless individuals due to their increased exposure to outdoor elements, violence, and other unsafe or unhealthy environments. Without the ability to pay for emergency services or other services, these costs are covered by the taxpayerPlugging folks into employment and income supports you increase the capacity in emergency shelters. COST OFFSETS – IN UTAH – they effectively ended chronic homelessness and saved a significant portion of revenue. People identified as Chronically homeless -- population comprises less than 5 percent of the total homeless population, they consume about 50 percent of the resources for homeless services. For every one chronically homeless person housed, there is an estimated $8,000 net cost savings to community systems and our frontline providers are able to serve an 	- Reduction in Case loads as well -- additional 2.4 temporarily homeless individuals through existing



Benefits of Earned Income

Image source : http://media.mlive.com/news/baycity_impact/photo/new-home-construction-04jpg-6d5d90ea01e2c65c.jpg /

Employment improves health, family functioning, 
builds self worth and instills purpose*
*[Hergenrather, K. C., Zeglin, R. J., McGuire-Kuletz, M., & Rhodes, S. D. (2015). Employment as a Social Determinant of Health: A Systematic Review of 
Longitudinal Studies Exploring the Relationship Between Employment Status and Physical Health. Rehabilitation Research, Policy, and Education, 29(1), 2-
26.]
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Image Source -- http://walkthurston.org/sites/default/themes/SideWalk/assets/images/pamandlonnieweb.jpgThose of us who have worked with clients have likely seen the positive effects of clients gaining employmentEmployment builds self worth and instills purpose [ these are referred as “extra-economic components” of work]Participants who are engaged in programing have ability to form mastery over tasks and build transferable skills – Consider something as simple as hiring a client to operate your front desk. There are many skills they can pick up from working that job that are easily transferable to external jobs as wellIt doesn't stop there – employment continues to build up positive self –efficacy and a host of other emotional and skill based protective factorsOften it starts right away – with a sense of pride as they tell you they got that job they were going for!In this sense – employment can be viewed as almost a therapeutic vehicle of positive skills and pro-social behaviors.Employment / Reemployment linked to improved overall health- In a number of studies, researchers have linked positive health outcomes to participants being employed or gaining employment. Conversly losing employment or remaining unemployed has been linked to declining health in participants. [Hergenrather, K. C., Zeglin, R. J., McGuire-Kuletz, M., & Rhodes, S. D. (2015). Employment as a Social Determinant of Health: A Systematic Review of Longitudinal Studies Exploring the Relationship Between Employment Status and Physical Health. Rehabilitation Research, Policy, and Education, 29(1), 2-26.]-  Employment can reduce crime [ these are referred as “predatory economic crimes’]]For many participants income may be scarce and they may have made poor decisions based on survival or affiliationFor people who are able to plug into employment their participation is illegal activities falls – In some cases of robbery and burglary – most associated with lack of income – the rates fell by as much as half [Uggen, C., & Shannon, S. K. (2014). Productive Addicts and Harm Reduction: How Work Reduces Crime–But Not Drug Use. Social Problems, 61(1), 105-130.]-  Realistic expectations-  As housing first becomes more and more the standard we’ve realized that people do not need to address every single presenting issue before getting people into housing.In some programs participants are not required to be 100% sober to enter housing opportunities So can we work with clients to make harm reductive steps towards sobriety by carving out times during the day where they’re sober for work.Again – this will vary widely based on where a participant is at and the employment role available.Consider this – think of the people you know or have known. Think of the jobs you’ve had. Did those jobs require you to be 100% sober outside of your work hours?Be realistic and do not expect more from your participants than we expect of ourselves.



“Employment First” 
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“Employment 
First:”

What does it mean?

• We might need a 
better term…

• Think “Housing First” 
NOT “Work First”

• Taking a ‘Housing 
First” approach toward 
employment



“Employment First”
Principles

• Almost everyone can work with the appropriate 
supports

• Rapid attachment strategies connect people to 
earned income as soon as possible

• “Meet people where they are” with regard to 
employment



Assuming 
Employability

• Don’t assume someone can’t 

work

• Focus on strengths



Honoring Consumer 
Choice

• If someone tells you they want to work, start 
helping them make it happen

• Career exploration and individualized job 
development to match jobseeker preferences



What About Benefits?

• Benefits counseling by a 
knowledgeable professional is 
essential

• Many incentives and 
allowances for earned income 
are underutilized



“Attachment to 
Work” Approaches

• Transitional Jobs
• Supported Employment
• Alternative Staffing
• Social Enterprise

Advancement  
Strategies

• Contextualized Basic Adult 
Education

• Bridge Programs
• Sector-based Training

Evidence-Based
Program Models and Strategies



Key Principles 
and Promising Practices
Across Models

■ Rapid attachment to work— “employment first”

■ Applied change theory— “meet people where they are”

■ Employment-focused motivational interviewing

■ Supportive peer and staff relationships

■ Multiple employment options and chances to try again



Steps you can take now
• Incorporate employment goals into existing 

counseling and case management activities.

• “Vocationalize” service delivery

• Job clubs and other peer support strategies

• Initiate partnerships with public and community-
based employment programs

• Create transitional employment opportunities in-
house

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporate employment goals into existing counseling and case management activities.“Vocationalize” service delivery - Vocationalize” the organization by applying workplace standards and prioritizing employment.Job clubs and other peer support strategiesInitiate partnerships with public and community-based employment programs - Identify and partner with employment service providers in your area:Public workforce system:  WIA One-Stop Career Centers.Community-based organizations. Create transitional employment opportunities in-house- Phase in opportunities as they ariseBegin creating job descriptions and figuring out how some of the activities can be carved or tailored to meet client specific needsCan some tasks be accomplished by other participants with abilities that better match that task?-- Immediate steps – what you ahave to do right away	- everyone has a piece of paper	- three easiest things I can do to promote employment	- the number 1 accountabaliytStart with yourself – how can I promopte employment through my role	        - How can I impact my agency to priotizie emolpyment	        - What questions do you have for your agency	        - -- Use the people that are in the meeting to partner with the workforce agency that is presnet to form the partnerships necessary to connect people to supports quickyer



Ideas for Systems Coordination

Cross Training                  
Colocation and “expert” staff
Shared leadership
Seed funding
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Cross TrainingBegin adding training opportunities for staff to become familiar with best practices of employment servicesYOU HIRED THEM (your staff) ALREADY – so obviously they had some vocational skill and know how – USE THAT!Might just need a little bit of training to get this startedWays to help clients that may be job searching alreadyIf there’s downtime – can show participants how to create resumes / edit resumesMock interviewsDedicated spacessome one time costs associated – Repurpose a few computers at a desk for job searchingAdd a phone line to the work station so participants can receive calls from potential employers [ this can be a huge barrier – how many jobs missed because of unreliable communication?]Your investment in this space will often times be met with general curiousness and maybe even some renewed efforts to job search independentlyCollect new or lightly used professional clothing and dedicate a space for a professional clothing closetmany times participants may not have the resources to secure job appropriate clothing or interview clothingThis can mean that they may not be able to adequately perform the job or put forward the best foot in interviewsStaff can dedicate clothing or solicit a clothing drive from partners and other organizationsGetting to Employment is always difficult – but supportive housing is a PRIME location to co- locate employment services and housing. One of the most sure fire ways to ensure that clients have resources to move on to longer employment opportunities is to prioritize employment within your program and allocate resources to this effort.At some point you may begin to drift out of your comfort zone – a this point it is really important to rely on your community partners who are more entrenched in this work. Even bring in outside consultants to continue to guide you along this path.Begin partnering with programs who are already doing job development for people with disabilities – bring those folks in and see where you can connect.- maybe able to come in to your program and host job development activities on a regular basis – Establishing a co-location of services.Weekly or Bi Weekly job classes- By hosting regular job classes you are showing the importance of employment and are able to support clients over a longer – sustained – period of time.Vocation / Employment SpecialistPrioritize funds or locate funding streams that allow you to hire a vocational specialist to work full time with clients on building skills and connecting to employment.Ensure they are connected with community partners who are involved in job development and specialized populationsThey can assist with creating job postings and training participants for positions that open within your organizationReduces initial barriersA big barrier for people accessing work services is transportation and not having access to job opportunities or delaying when they are most motivated – By having services within your program you cut down on transportational barriers as well as missed opportunities with clients- by paring information on open positions with motivational interviewing you are better suited to catch participants at their most ready to engage in work.BEFORE setting out to hire within consider a few things- Particular to in house hiring – don’t simply connect someone to an opening and pay them – be sre they are gaining skills to move on	- OUR PAPER – Ensuring transitional jobs are a developmental experience – can help you consider what skills are present in positions and where to focus attention	- Distinguish Transitional Employment from a temporary job opportunity	- Is this job time limited to open space for future participants?	- is this job open to a participant to work as long as they want ( years even?) until they move on to other employment?- Build in really regular feedback on progress and where clients can improve / develop skills- Approach disciplinary actions differently	- Consider that mistakes may happen – can this be an opportunity for growth?	- Consider malicious actions versus actions based on an accident	- a lot of times participants are learning things for the first time – accidents will happen	- allow for failure to be part of a participants learning on the job – but maintain high expectations and ground rules to clients are best prepared for outside job opportunities- Build in Peer support	- If you have the option of employing more than one participant at a time – do so!	- Create situations where peers can support each other		- Some programs use circle groups – so clients can freely discuss stresses and successes of jobs		- helps people realize that issues they thought were just their experience may be more common	- Create a job club – clients can celebrate each others successes – can train each other on skills – share openings at outside employment		- can also be a place for you to solicit feedbackUse your existing staff to help make this happenIn house therapists / case managers can use Motivational Interviewing to help asses where clients are in their job journey – if they’re on the fence towards pursuing employmentDuring some shifts there may be staff down time – if staff are able to commit to spending a few minutes to assist partpcipants update resumes, or simply check in on work – this can go a long way



Questions…?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOURCE of photo:http://i1.wp.com/venturebeat.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/asking-questions.jpg?fit=780%2C9999



National Initiatives Toolkits

www.heartlandalliance.org/nationalinitiatives



For more 
information:

Cwarland@heartlandalliance.org
@cwarland

Twitter: @NIheartland

Facebook: National Initiatives on Poverty & Economic Opportunity

Website: http://www.heartlandalliance.org/nationalinitiatives/
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